Abstract
Introduction
We consider a transaction-based data service in a mobile network. In such a network, the server typically has high broadcast bandwidth while the bandwidth for mobile clients is limited [1] . To exploit the abundance of downstream communication capacity broadcastbased data dissemination such as broadcast disks [1, 2] becomes a major mode of information transfer in wireless environments [3, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . In this model, we assume that all update transactions are performed at the server and themselves globally serializable [4] . The server periodically broadcasts data items to all of the mobile clients. Each mobile client submits read-only transactions and listens to the broadcast channel to fetch the data as they arrive. We call such read-only transactions submitted at the mobile clients mobile transactions.
As mobile and ubiquitous systems continue to evolve, the need for applications to read current and consistent data arises. However, if updates to the database are done concurrently with data broadcast, the mobile transactions may observe inconsistent data values. Serializability [4] is a correctness criterion that is commonly used for transactions in database systems. It, however, is intrinsically a global property. Several broadcast-based protocols [9, 14, 15, 16] have adopted serializability as the correctness criterion. Unfortunately, without direct communication between mobile clients and the server, the strictness of serializability makes the protocols overly conservative and lack flexibility. Consequently, these methods may cause many unnecessary aborts of mobile transactions. To remedy the drawback multi-version broadcast can be used [15, 16] . However, this approach considerably increases the length of the broadcast cycle.
While the strictness of serializability is necessary for update transactions to maintain database consistency, it may place unnecessary restriction on executing read-only mobile transactions. In most applications, mobile transactions are independent with each other, thus data consistency need only be maintained for each individual mobile transaction. In other words, different mobile transactions are allowed to perceive different serialization orders of update transactions. Based on such observation, a pair of relaxed correctness criteria, called single serializability and local serializability, was proposed in [7] . Single serializability requires that all update transactions and any single read-only transaction be serializable. Local serializability, in contrast, considers the possibility that different mobile transactions submitted by the same client are related and insists on having all update transactions and all read-only transactions issued by the same client be serializable. In [7] a protocol, STUBcast, had been proposed to support single serializability. Single serializability had also been used in the protocol SG testing [15, 16] . With single serializability and local serializability mobile transactions are required to serialized with all of the update transactions, even those whose updates do not affect the values read by the mobile transactions. This may, however, place unnecessary restriction on mobile transactions. To exemplify this point consider a serialization graph formed of three transactions: M U 1 U 2 M, where U 1 and U 2 represent two update transactions and M denotes a mobile transaction. Suppose that the edge from U 1 to U 2 is only caused by some read-write conflict, i.e., a read operation by U 1 followed by a conflicting write operation by U 2 to the same data item. Apparently, the output of U 1 has no bearing on the execution of U 2 . In this case, M does not see the effects of U 1 and hence may be considered as reading a transaction-consistent database. In light of this a weaker criterion, called view consistency [10, 11] or update consistency [5] , had been proposed for enhancing system performance. It allows the values read by read-only transactions to be consistent but only requires any read-only transaction and the update transactions from which it reads directly or indirectly be serializable. View consistency appears to be an applicable correctness criterion for many applications in broadcast networks. It reasonably gets rid of the above-mentioned restrictions without compromising the correctness requirements for mobile transactions. This property can be highly desirable for many lightweight transactions in mobile and ubiquitous systems, such as stock quoting applications where the size of database is relatively small but the number of client is large. In such applications, a mobile client may be interested in the latest prices of a given set of stocks.
In [17] , two protocols, F-matrix and R-matrix, were presented for achieving view consistency. In F-matrix, the sever computes the read-from relations associated with each data item and records the information in an N×N vector, where N is the number of data items. The vector is sent to mobile clients for checking the consistency of the data. The method suffers from high communication bandwidth required for broadcasting the control information and the high computation overhead at the server. Moreover, the large-sized concurrency control information increases the length of each broadcast cycle and consequently the response times for mobile transactions. To reduce the size of the control information, R-matrix divides data items into G groups, and uses an N×G vector to roughly record the read-from relations associated with each data item. This protocol, however, may cause high abort rate for mobile transactions and the response times of the mobile transactions will be affected as a result.
In this paper we propose a protocol for disseminating consistent data based on the view consistency in broadcast environments. Aiming at overcoming the drawbacks of existing solutions we devise a concise but informative concurrency control segment to capture the read-from relations between update transactions. The concurrency control information is represented by three timestamps for each data item. It is broadcast at the beginning of each cycle. Mobile clients fetch this information and use it to determine the data items that are unreadable for its mobile transactions. A salient feature of our protocol is that the concurrency control information is small in size but precise enough for reducing unnecessary aborts of mobile transactions. The algorithm for the server is simple with low time complexity. In addition, the computation demand on the clients is light. Simulation results show that our protocol outperforms existing methods in most circumstances. Furthermore, based on view consistency we propose a stronger correctness criterion called local view consistency and present an extension of our protocol to deal with local view consistency.
Correctness Criteria and System Model

View Consistency
Here we borrow the notion of read-from graph (or RF-graph) [11] 
r(x)r(y) w(y) C M: r(x) r(y) C
where r(q) and w(q) represent a read operation and a write operation to data item q respectively and C denotes a commit operation. Unless otherwise specified we will use the same notations in the rest of the paper. 
Local View Consistency
Local view consistency is stronger than view consistency in that it requires all mobile transactions submitted in the same mobile client observe the same serial order of update transactions aside from the view consistency requirement for each individual mobile transactions. In other words, mobile transactions submitted in the same client must serialize with each other. Local view consistency is required in case that mobile transactions submitted at the same client are interrelated. To preserve local view consistency, we must make sure no cycle is formed in the combined RF-graph that includes the RF-graphs of all mobile transactions submitted in the client.
System Model
Our system model is based on a broadcast environment in which a server periodically broadcasts data items to the mobile clients. The period for broadcasting all data items is called a bcycle. The values of the data items broadcast in a bcycle correspond to the database state at the beginning of the bcycle. For simplicity we assume that there is no blind writes for update transactions, i.e. before writing a data item an update transaction must read the item first. This restriction has been commonly adopted in the literature [13, 14] . As described later, this restriction can be readily relaxed. No cache mechanism is used in the mobile clients, that is, a mobile client always fetches the data items it needs from the broadcast channel as they arrive.
Algorithm for View Consistency
Consider the RF-graph of a mobile transaction M. Since update transactions are globally serializable among themselves, if a cycle exists in the RF-graph M must be a node on the cycle. Reexamining the cycle reveals that there exists at least one update transaction that is the first transaction that writes to a data item that was previously read by M. We call such update transactions inconsistency initiation transactions (IITs) of M. In fact, the data read by M become inconsistent, once M reads from an IIT either directly or indirectly. In the following, the associated IITs and the update transactions that read from these IITs either directly or indirectly are called the descendant transactions of M. The set of descendant transactions of M is denoted by DT(M). To achieve view consistency M should avoid reading from any of its descendant transactions. A read to any data item that had been written by any transaction in DT(M) will lead to the violation of view consistency for M. Hence, we have to mark the data items updated by the descendant transactions in DT(M) as unreadable for M. In our protocol the server constructs concurrency control information which will be used by any mobile clients to detect the descendant transactions for their mobile transactions.
The concurrency control information includes two components. The first component, termed write record, simply includes the write sets of all the update transactions that have committed in the bcycle that has just ended. The second component contains a collection of timestamps with three timestamps for each data item. This component is called the timestamp record. In our protocol the server maintains a timestamp at any time. The timestamp is reset to zero at the beginning of each bcycle. When an update transaction commits the timestamp is incremented by one and the new value is assigned to the update transaction as its timestamp. Hence value 0 is not a valid timestamp for update transactions. However, a timestamp reading of 0 may be used to indicate nonexistence of any update transaction.
Timestamp Record
The timestamp record contains the key information for each client to determine the sets of descendent transactions for its mobile transactions. Its contents intend to capture the read-from relations between update transactions so that they can be used by mobile transactions to identify the descendant transactions. As described previously, in timestamp record there are three entries associated with each data item. Consider a data item x. The first entry in timestamp record that is associated with x is represented by time_report [x] .FR. The entry time_report [x] .FR records the timestamp of the update transaction that first reads x in the current bcycle. The second entry that is associated with x keeps the timestamp of the transaction that first updates x in the current bcycle. The notation time_report [x] .FU is used to denote this entry. The third entry records the timestamp of the first update transaction that reads from the transaction that makes the first update to x in the current bcycle, i.e. the one indicated by the second We use an example to show the update of timestamp record at the server. Consider, there are three update transactions U 1 , U 2 and U 3 committed in the current bcycle with the suffixes representing their respective timestamps. The contents of the update transactions are as follows:
At the beginning of the bcycle, all entries in timestamp record are cleared to 0. The entries time_report [x] .FR and time_report [x] .FU are set to 1 when U 1 commits because U 1 is the first update transaction that reads and also writes to x. Similarly, time_report [y] .FR and time_report [y] .FU are both set to 2 when U 2 commits. Moreover, time_report [x] .FRF will be set to 2 because U 2 is the first update transaction that reads from U 1 , the first transaction that updated x. When U 3 commits, time_report [z] .FR and time_report [z] .FU will both be set to 3 and, in the meantime, time_report [y] .FRF is set to 3 as well since U 3 is the first transaction that reads from U 2 which is the first transaction that updated y. The entry time_report [z] .FRF remains 0 by the end of the current bcycle, which implies that no update transaction reads from U 3 in this bcycle.
Algorithm for the Server
The server is responsible for generating the concurrency control information on per bcycle basis. Two procedures, init_server and update_CCI, are executed in the server. Procedure init_server shown below is used to initialize the concurrency control information at the beginning of each bcycle. The variable commit_timestamp records the timestamp of the last committed update transaction in the current bcycle; it is initialized to 0. Notice that we use a vector LV to maintain the latest versions of the data items with LV[x] containing the timestamp of the last transaction that has written to the data item x. LV [x] 
Algorithm for Mobile Clients
A mobile client keeps two lists, unread_list and CRS, for each active mobile transaction it submits. CRS records the data items read by the mobile transaction so far. The list unread_list maintains the data items that cannot be read by the mobile transaction in order to ensure view consistency. At the beginning of each bcycle, the mobile client fetches the concurrency control information from the broadcast channel and uses it to identify descendant transactions for each
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mobile transaction it has submitted. Data items updated by descendant transactions are added to unread_list of the mobile transaction. In case the mobile transaction reads a data item that has already existed in its unread_lsit, the transaction will be aborted, otherwise, the data item is added to CRS. Procedure set_unreadable is used to implement the above operations. The procedure first identifies, if any, the very first update transaction that has read any data item(s) in unread_list; the variable tmp_timestamp records the timestamp of this transaction. The data items updated by transactions whose timestamps are greater than or equal to tmp_timestamp need to be added to unread_list. However, the actual addition of the associated data items to unread_list is deferred at this point. For any data item x in CRS the procedure checks time_report [x] .FU. If the entry is not 0 and is smaller than tmp_timestamp, the write set of the transaction that corresponds to the entry shall be added to unread_list. Furthermore, if the entry time_report [x] .FRF is not equal to 0, the data items in the write sets of the transactions whose timestamps are greater than or equal to time_report [x] .FRF must be added to unread_list. To avoid duplicate efforts of adding data items updated by the same transactions to unread_list, the insertion operations to unread_list are performed at the end of the procedure with the assistance of tmp_timestamp.
procedure set_unreadable tmp_timesamp= ; (data item x unread_list) if (time_report[x].FR!=0 ) tmp_timestamp=min(tmp_timestamp, time_report[x].FR) ; (data item x CRS) if (time_report[x].FU !=0) if (time_report[x].FU <tmp_timestamp) (data item y WS(time_report[x].FU)) add y to unread_list ; if (time_report[x].FRF !=0) tmp_timestamp=min(tmp_timestamp, time_ report[x].FRF) ; (data item x WS(U)| timestamp of tmp_timestamp)
add x to unread_list ;
End set_unreadable
We have previously assumed that there are no blind writes for update transactions. Now suppose that blind writes do exist in update transactions. Consider that a mobile transaction M has read x. If an update transaction U then performs a blind write to x, it shall become a descendant transaction of M. Problems may arise if there is another update transaction U 1 that also writes to x and commits before U. U may not be captured for M as its presence will not be reflected in time_report [x] .FRF and time_report [x] .FU. We may resolve this problem by modifying our protocol as follows. When an update transaction U commits, for each blind-write item x that is not first updated by U, we have to check if time_report [x] .FRF is 0. If it is 0, the server fills it with the timestamp of the committed transaction; otherwise, it does nothing. The other operations remain unchanged.
Strategy for Local View Consistency
In this section, we address the strategy for achieving local view consistency. The algorithm on the server site remains unchanged; however, some modifications are required for the algorithm on the client side.
We develop a scheme for achieving local view consistency as follows. In our scheme a mobile client maintains, for each mobile transaction, two additional sets, unreadable_set and readfrom_set, of mobile transactions. The unreadable_set of a mobile transaction M contains a set of mobile transactions whose unreadable data items also apply to M. A mobile transaction unreadable_set always contains itself and is so initialized. The readfrom_set of M records all of the mobile transactions from each of which M has read one or more unreadable data items. When M reads an unreadable data item of another mobile transaction M 1 , M 1 will be added to readfrom_set and, in contrast, the transactions in will be added to M 1 s unreadable_set. In addition, these transactions must also be added to the unreadable_sets of any mobile transactions whose unreadable_sets contain M 1 . This is because anything unreadable to M 1 is also unreadable for these transactions. The set readfrom_set is used for tracing backwards the read-from relations associated with mobile transactions.
When a mobile transaction M leaves the system garbage collection need to be performed in order for the system to operate correctly. M leaves by either abort or commit. If M is aborted, the read-from relations associated with M no longer exist. In this case, we should erase the effects of M by removing some set of mobile transactions from each unreadable_set that contains M. We need only consider the transactions in s unreadable_set for removal. Consider the case in which M leaves the system by commit. The effects of M must be durable. To this end the items in unread_list must be added to unread_lists of the mobile transactions in readfrom_set. Furthermore, all data items in the M s CRS must be added to the CRSs of the transactions in readfrom_set. Finally, we replace M in any readfrom_set by the transactions in readfrom_set so as to maintain the integrity of the system.
Performance Evaluation
In the simulation, view consistency was used as the correctness criterion. We compare our protocol with Rmatrix and F-matrix [17] . For R-matrix, we assume that data items are divided into three groups because such configuration demands concurrency control information of size that is close to the one required by our method. Two performance measures are considered in the simulation. The first is the transaction restart number, which is the number of times a mobile transaction is restarted due to aborts. The time required to send the concurrency control segment may occupy a significant portion of a bcycle. Larger-sized concurrency control information will in general increase the time taken for a mobile transaction to read a needed data item. In addition, more updates are likely to be seen in a bcycle if the interval of the bcycle grows larger. On the other hand, a larger-sized concurrency control segment tends to carry more precise information about the read-from relations between update transactions, which may, in turn, reduces the abort rate of mobile transactions. To gain a fair comparison of different methods we adopt the average response times of mobile transactions as another performance measure. The response time of a mobile transaction is the time elapsed when the transaction commits since the client submits it.
Experimental Setup
Our simulator consists of a server, a client, and a broadcast disk for transmitting the data objects and the concurrency control information. In the simulations we assume that update transactions have no blind writes. In each bcycle the server first broadcasts the concurrency control segment, followed by all data items. We define a time unit as the physical time taken to broadcast a single data item. The average response times are measured in terms of this unit. If a mobile transaction is aborted it will be restarted immediately.
The data items accessed by the transactions are randomly chosen from a given set of data objects. Each update transaction accesses eight data items of which five are read operations and three are writes. A timestamp value is assumed to occupy one byte. Table  1 lists the simulation parameters. The mobile transaction size indicates the number of data items accessed by a mobile transaction. The mean client inter-operation interval gives the average interval, in terms of time units, between the instant an item is successfully fetched from the broadcast channel to the one the subsequent read operation is issued. The mean client inter-transaction interval indicates the average time span between submissions of two successive mobile transactions. These intervals are exponentially distributed. The update transaction rate gives the frequency of update transactions committing at the server. We evaluate the protocols with respect to different settings. Unless otherwise specified the default values in Table 1 are used. For each run of the simulation, the results are averaged over 10000 mobile transactions. Figure 1 shows the total transaction restart numbers for all 10000 mobile transactions with varying mobile transaction size. As the mobile transaction size increases all three methods suffer from higher restart numbers. This is due to the fact that reading more data objects implies a longer execution span for a mobile transaction, thus increasing abort probability. R-matrix is most sensitive to the mobile transaction size. Our protocol and F-matrix have similar performance with respect to this metric. Although F-matrix carries more detailed information than ours, its complex concurrency control information increases the length of a bcycle and incurs more data conflicts in a bcycle accordingly. We illustrate the average response times of mobile transactions in Figure 2 for the same setting. The response times increase as the mobile transaction size grows. As shown in the figure our protocol outperforms R-matrix and F-matrix with respect to this metric. Although F-matrix gives low restart probability, its large concurrency control information causes negative effects to the response times. In Figure 2 , we see that even for a mobile transaction size of 12, our protocol offers an average response time that is 44% smaller than the one offered by F-matrix. As response time reflects the influence of the transaction restart number as well as other key factors on mobile transactions, we will concentrate on the average response times in the rest of the section. Another factor of interest that affects the probability of data conflicts is the update transaction rate. A higher update transaction rate implies more frequent updates to the database, which will increase the probability of data conflicts. Figure 3 shows the average response times versus the update transaction rate. In the figure, the update transaction rate (X-axis) decreases as we go from left to right. As expected, the response times for all methods go up with an increase of the update transaction rate. Our protocol offers the best performance for all the cases simulated. R-matrix is most sensitive to the update transaction rate. Since F- matrix requires a longer bcycle there will be more updates in each bcycle for F-matrix. More updates in a bcycle tend to cause more read conflicts for mobile transactions, thus increasing the response times. This situation is especially obvious at high update transaction rate. The number of data items in the database is also a factor of concern. In Figure 4 the average response times of mobile transactions are shown with respect to varying number of data items. An increase in the number of data objects makes transactions less likely to conflict on data accesses. However, the length of each bcycle will be increased as it takes more time for the server to broadcast the data objects and the associated concurrency control information whose size also grows with the number of data items. While the average response times increase with the size of the database for all three methods, our protocol outperforms Rmatrix and F-matrix by a significant margin and is least sensitive to the number of data items in the system. The latter implies that our scheme scales well with the size of database. The performance of F-matrix degrades most rapidly due to the fact that the size of its concurrency control information grows with the square of the number of data items.
Simulation Results
We have also conducted simulations to evaluate the effects of the size of a data item on the performance. Since a time unit in the system is taken as the time to broadcast a single data item, a larger data size simply implies a relatively shorter concurrency control segment. From Figure 5 we observe that our method performs better than the other two. F-matrix is sensitive to the data size because of its large concurrency control information. When the data size is relatively small, F-matrix offers much poor performance than the other two methods.
Conclusions
We have presented an efficient scheme for guaranteeing view consistency for data dissemination in broadcast environments. The protocol relies on the concurrency control information that is small in size but highly useful for reducing unnecessary transaction aborts. The computation loads on the server and the mobile clients are light with the proposed protocol. Simulation results demonstrate the superiority of our protocol in comparison with existing ones. We have also proposed the notion of local view consistency and show how to extend our mechanism to deal with this correctness criterion.
